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Organizational Overview

KEAA is a test and inspection institution approved government and have been authorized to issue certified test reports on the energy-related products and parts (gas, oil, etc.) through stringent test and inspection procedures on request.

On the Industrial Standardization Law, we perform factory evaluation and product evaluation on gas-related products for KS marks applicants and interim evaluation for KS mark holders. On the Industrial Standardization Law, we evaluate products every year for safety of gas burning appliances carrying the KS marks and KS mark holders.

In order to promote reasonable use of energy and provide consumers with opportunities to select energy-saving products, we do tests to categorize energy efficiency levels on the gas boilers for home use that have been regulated as such. In order to propagate high efficiency, energy-saving appliances, we do performance tests to certify the performance of gas boilers for home use designated as high efficiency appliances.

In order to improve international competitiveness in gas-related appliances industry, we utilize the technical human resources necessary for R&D of gas-related appliances, enhancement of productivity and security of product safety.

The Association provides training, education, workshops and standard development on energy-related topics.

In keeping with the expanding global gas demand, we will exert our best efforts to earn the confidence of the general consumers by supplying safe, convenient to use, highly efficient, highly functional and environment-friendly appliances.

Scope of Standards Developing Activity

KEAA test methods and evaluation procedures focus on gas boilers, gas cooktops, gas and oil heaters, gas stove, commercial gas cooking appliances, etc.

1. Regarding KS (Korean Industrial Standard)
   - To research and analyze the relevant laws, regulation and systems
- To translate KS specificatin in English
- To convene meetings on KS specification and parts development

2. Overseas markets research and information exchanges
- To research overseas market data to support export
- To participate in the special international meeting on gas, oil, etc
- To establish a mutual certification convention and cooperation system with foreign testing and certification agencies

3. Standardization project
- To push for standardization of the national specifications and agency-wide specifications (to establish, amend and recommend the draft KS specifications)

Quick Links

- Korea Laboratory Accreditation Scheme (KOLAS)
- Korean Agency for Technology and Standards (KATS)